Trans-acting factors in chromosomal instability.
The hypothesis that trans-acting factors affect chromosome stability was explored using human X Chinese hamster somatic cell hybrids. Two types of hybrids were examined. In either case, the human parent consisted of human diploid fibroblasts, the chromosomes of which tended to be lost from the hybrid cell. Comparisons were made between hybrid clones in which the hamster parent had a very stable karyotype (line CHO) and clones from a hamster parent with an unusual ongoing unstable karyotype (line CHX). Chinese hamster-human hybrid cell clones were expanded, and metaphase spreads were analyzed with an in situ hybridization procedure that uses biotin-labeled human genomic DNA as probe. Analyses of chromosome numbers and interspecies translocations were made after 20, 60, and 100 population doublings. Throughout the experiments, the generation of human-hamster-translocated chromosomes was more frequent in the hybrid cells with the CHX background. In addition, these cells also generated human acentric fragments, which were rare in cells with the CHO background. These results favor explanations for the instability of the CHX line that involve ongoing production of a diffusible clastogenic factor.